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Wildlife Photography At Home
A National Wild Turkey Federation and U.S. Forest Service
book Standard reference for all subspecies Extensive, new
information on all aspects of wild turkey ecology and
management The standard reference for all
subspecies--Eastern, Gould's, Merriam's, Florida and Rio
Grande--The Wild Turkey summarizes the new technologies
and studies leading to better understanding and management.
Synthesizing the work of all current experts, The Wild Turkey
presents extensive, new data on restoration techniques;
population influences and management; physical
characteristics and behavior; habitat use by season, sex, and
age; historic and seasonal ranges and habitat types; and
nesting ecology. The book is designed to further the already
incredible comeback of America's wild turkey.
Photography is a big part of our lives, and we all take photos
all the time. By understanding just a few basics of how your
camera - or your phone - works, you'll find yourself able to
take more exciting, stand-out photos. Within a few pages you'll
be able to speak with confidence to photographers about
exposure settings, decide what lighting or lenses will lift a
scene, or what tactics you can use to make your subject look
more interesting. The book also covers the basics of
managing, editing & sharing your collection of digital images
so you're not at the mercy of the software that was bundled
with your phone.
Get great digital shots with your Canon EOS 7D Mark II This
full-color guide to the features and functions of the CanonEOS
7D Mark II makes it easy for first-time users to get the mostout
of the camera and capture cool, professional-level
photos.Packed with examples on how to create eye-popping
digital photos,Canon EOS 7D Mark II For Dummies gives you
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a plain-Englishtour of the camera's controls, shows how to
manipulate focus andcolor, gives step-by-step instructions on
how to shoot betterlow-light and action shots, and so much
more. Digital Single Lens Reflex (DSLR) cameras offer full
controlover exposure settings while also providing pre-sets
and auto modeoptions for beginners. If you're just picking
up—orconsidering buying—a Canon EOS 7D Mark II camera,
this funand friendly guide takes the intimidation out of making
sense ofthe bells and whistles so you can get right down to
snappingstunning photos. Covers shooting in auto mode and
using live view and playbackmodes Explains how to dial in
exposure and use lighting controls Includes easy tips for
printing, posting photos online, andother ways to share
images Gives you ten photo editing tricks and pro functions If
you're an amateur photographer who wantsbetter-than-entrylevel gear, or a pro looking for a budget camerato add to your
collection, Canon EOS 7D Mark II For Dummieshas the
information you need to get more bang for your buck out ofthis
powerful camera.
Viewing wildlife in action is always a pleasure–capturing that
action with your camera is one of the most rewarding and
challenging ways to become even closer to Nature. Birders,
hikers, national-park visitors, and international travelers are all
discovering the joys of wildlife photography. Recent advances
in camera technology have made wildlife photography so
reasonable anyone can get hooked. But good gear doesn’t
guarantee good results, and that’s where Wildlife Photography
can help you succeed. In this handy reference you will find
information on camera equipment, proper photography
technique, how to frame shots and make split-second
decisions, and how to gain and apply specific knowledge
about the animals you are hoping to photograph. Also
included is an introduction to post-production computer skills
that can really bring your photos to life.
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Arkansas Biography
Advanced Field Techniques for Tracking Elusive Animals and
Capturing Magical Moments
Comedy Wildlife Photography Awards Vol. 3
How a Continent Created a Nation
Wildlife Photography, Big Cats, 8.5 X 8.5, Monthly Calendar
Planner for Home Office School
Proven Techniques for Capturing Stunning Digital Images

Get the most out of the new Canon EOS 7D with this
fun and friendly guide The new Canon EOS 7D
comes equipped with a huge 18.0 megapixel sensor,
many beginner-friendly features to aid in getting
great pictures, and a video mode that allows you to
shoot video as well as stills. If you're looking to get
the most from the features and functions that come
with this dSLR, then this is the book for you! Written
by a veteran author and experience photographer,
this easy-to-understand guide shows you how to
properly use all the capabilities of this new camera.
Filled with page after page of full-color images, this
book walks you through the features of the Canon
EOS 7D and the software that accompanies it.
Introduces you to the main features and functions of
the new Canon EOS 7D Explains the on-board
controls, shooting in auto mode, using live view and
playback modes, and dialing in exposure and lighting
controls Walks you through manipulating focus and
color controls and handling situational shooting
Addresses getting photos onto a PC for editing
Prepare to take aim at maximizing all the features
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and functions that the Canon EOS 7D has to offer
with this helpful book by your side!
In Wildlife Photography: From Snapshots to Great
Shots, author and wildlife photographer Laurie Excell
shows you how to get the best shots of birds, bears,
and bugs–whether you’re on safari, on vacation, or
on a nature walk around your own backyard. Starting
with the basics of equipment, camera settings, and
exposure, Laurie covers the fundamentals of lighting
and composition in capturing (in-camera!) a
menagerie’s worth of animals, with a particular
focus on mammals and birds. The book is packed
with details on what seasons are best for
photographing different animals, tips on the best
locations to photograph them, and techniques for
how to approach even the wiliest subjects.
Beautifully illustrated with large, vibrant photos, this
book teaches you how to take control of your
photography to get the wildlife photo you want every
time you pick up the camera. Follow along with your
friendly and knowledgeable guide, photographer and
author Laurie Excell, and you will: Use your
camera’s settings to gain full control over the look
and feel of your images Master the photographic
basics of composition, focus, depth of field, and
much more Get tips on research, including field
ethics and the best locations for photographing your
subjects Learn key techniques for photographing
various animals, such as how to approach your
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subject without disturbing it and how to interpret
behavior so that you can anticipate action Fully
grasp all the concepts and techniques as you go,
with assignments at the end of every chapter And
once you’ve got the shot, show it off! Join the
book’s Flickr group to share your photos, recipes,
and tips at flickr.com/groups/wildlifephotographyfrom
snapshotstogreatshots.
Stunning Digital Photography is much more than a
book; it's a hands-on, self-paced photography class
with over three hours of online training videos and
free help from the author and other readers. That's
why award-winning author and photographer Tony
Northrup's book quickly became #1 photography ebook of 2012 with over 100,000 readers. This book
gives you four innovations no other book offers: 1)
Free video training. Watch over three hours of fastpaced, hands-on video tutorials integrated into the
book to support and reinforce the lessons. View the
videos using any web browser or by scanning QR
codes with your smartphone. 2) Hands-on practices.
Complete the practices at the end of every chapter
to get the real world experience you need. 3)
Classroom support. Join an author led private
community of supportive, helpful people who also
want to improve their photography. 4) Free ebook
with lifetime updates. When you buy the book and
join the private Stunning Digital Photography readers
community, you can download the ebook and copy it
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to your smartphone or ereader for easy reference.
The ebook is regularly updated with new content and
videos as new photography trends and equipment
emerge, so it never becomes outdated. In this book,
beginner photographers will master: * Using
composition to take great photos with any camera *
Adjusting exposure to control the brightness of your
photos * Setting your shutter speed to freeze action
or blur motion * Controlling your aperture to blur or
focus the background * Setting your ISO for bright
and dark environments * Finding beautiful natural
light for landscapes and portraits * Using flash
without the ugly effects * Troubleshooting blurry,
dark, and bad pictures * Taking great pictures of pets
* Wildlife photography (mammals, birds, insects, fish,
and more) * Taking pictures at night, including
fireworks, stars, and meteors * Photographing
sunrises, sunsets, landscapes, cityscapes, flowers,
forests, waterfalls, rivers, fireworks, and more
Advanced photographers can skip forward to learn
the pro's secrets for: * Posing men and women, with
checklists * Taking candid, casual, formal, and
underwater portraits * Using RAW files * Using HDR
to overcome lighting challenges or create art *
Macro/close-up photography * Using diffusers,
reflectors, and other light modifiers * Remotely
triggering multiple flashes for inexpensive studio
lighting * Building a permanent studio in your home *
Using studio lighting on any budget * Shooting your
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first wedding * High speed photography * Location
scouting/finding the best spots and times * Planning
shoots around the sun and moon * Creating star
trails using two techniques: long exposure and
image stacking * Light painting * Eliminating noise *
Focus stacking for infinite depth-of-field *
Underwater photography * Getting close to wildlife *
Using electronic shutter triggers
There is nothing quite so satisfying as capturing a
stunning wildlife photograph; a good one will reflect
practice, patience, careful equipment choice and
dedication. Those challenges are perhaps why so
many enthusiast photographers aspire to perfect
their images in this area; to get their work recognised
by the photographic community as well as record
their experiences. This book reveals more worldclass images with every turn. More than that, though,
it takes a practical approach. It comprehensively
introduces natural-history and wildlife photography
techniques alongside truly useful tips about what
gear you'll need (and what you can avoid) in your
pursuit of perfection. It is illustrated by the author's
professional work; his clients include National
Geographic & Time amongst others.
Digital Portrait Photography For Dummies
een reis door de tijd
Snow Country
Biology and Management
Wild Maine
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A Photographer's Life in Alaska
Wildlife photography is an adventure̶and as any
great adventure story unfolds, odds are, there are
bound to be some great risks involved. Whether
it s the risk or the reward̶or both̶that
motivates wildlife shooters, there is one pervasive
truth: Preparation is key to success̶and survival.
In this book, Joe Classen approaches the art of
wildlife photography from a hunter s perspective.
He teaches readers how to select and use the
appropriate specialized photographic gear required
for the rigors of wildlife photography̶as you d
expect. However, he also teaches you how to
mentally and physically prepare for an outing in
which your wits must be as keen as your eye.
Classen provides detailed insights into planning and
packing for a wilderness adventure. Readers will
learn how to securely pack their delicate
photographic gear for a rugged, outdoor
environment but will also learn how to choose and
tote the best clothing for the site, accessories to
ensure your personal safety, and even basic cooking
and drinking requirements for days spent shooting
in remote areas. Once you ve scouted your
location, you ll learn how to track and lure your
photographic subject using time-honored practices
(calls̶from lust to hunger, to anger and sloth;
decoys; attractor scents; working invisibly, etc.)
while shooting (your camera!) from a blind or
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stand̶or, conversely, by using a more aggressive
stalk-and-ambush approach. You ll learn how to
read animal behaviors̶from eating to mating̶and
predict how, when, and where your best
photographic opportunities will arise̶and when
your safety should be a greater concern than your
shot. With this soup-to-nuts approach, readers will
find, in this book, a compendium of information
about wild-animal behavior, wilderness survival and
safety, the art and science of photographic capture,
and even storing and processing your prized digital
files once you return home from your adventure.
Armed with Classen s suggestions and strategies,
you ll maximize your photo opportunities and
increase the odds that your wildlife images are the
mount-and-frame trophies for which you risked life
and limb.
In-depth instruction and practical techniques for
building with the BeagleBone embedded Linux
platform Exploring BeagleBone is a hands-on guide
to bringing gadgets, gizmos, and robots to life using
the popular BeagleBone embedded Linux platform.
Comprehensive content and deep detail provide
more than just a BeagleBone instruction manualyou'll also learn the underlying engineering
techniques that will allow you to create your own
projects. The book begins with a foundational
primer on essential skills, and then gradually moves
into communication, control, and advanced
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applications using C/C++, allowing you to learn at
your own pace. In addition, the book's companion
website features instructional videos, source code,
discussion forums, and more, to ensure that you
have everything you need. The BeagleBone's small
size, high performance, low cost, and extreme
adaptability have made it a favorite development
platform, and the Linux software base allows for
complex yet flexible functionality. The BeagleBone
has applications in smart buildings, robot control,
environmental sensing, to name a few; and,
expansion boards and peripherals dramatically
increase the possibilities. Exploring BeagleBone
provides a reader-friendly guide to the device,
including a crash course in computer engineering.
While following step by step, you can: Get up to
speed on embedded Linux, electronics, and
programming Master interfacing electronic circuits,
buses and modules, with practical examples Explore
the Internet-connected BeagleBone and the
BeagleBone with a display Apply the BeagleBone to
sensing applications, including video and sound
Explore the BeagleBone's Programmable Real-Time
Controllers Updated to cover the latest Beagle
boards, Linux kernel versions, and Linux software
releases. Includes new content on Linux kernel
development, the Linux Remote Processor
Framework, CAN bus, IoT frameworks, and much
more! Hands-on learning helps ensure that your
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new skills stay with you, allowing you to design with
electronics, modules, or peripherals even beyond
the BeagleBone. Insightful guidance and online peer
support help you transition from beginner to expert
as you master the techniques presented in Exploring
BeagleBone, the practical handbook for the popular
computing platform.
In this book Libby Robin explores the links between
nature and nation. By looking at some of those who
observe the natural world most closely̶including
scientists, field naturalists and farmers̶she tells
the story of how we as a nation have come to
understand our land. Having left the cultural cringe
behind, settler Australians are struggling with the
strange nature of this continent. Robin suggests
new ways of living in an arid and urbanized
continent in times of global change, and gives hope
that Australia can move beyond the biological
cringe.
This helpful and practical RSPB guide to all aspects
of digital wildlife photography is an updated version
of our first edition. It is accessibly written by and
beautifully illustrated with the work of one of
Britain's best known wildlife photographers. The
book's elegant design makes the most of the
author's incredible photos and informative text. The
book discusses all aspects of digital wildlife
photography, from equipment, fieldcraft, locations
and composition, post-processing and computer
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manipulation of images, through to getting your
photos published. This is the ultimate reference
book for all aspiring and established natural history
photographers, and will equip its readers with
everything they need to know to help them take
better digital wildlife photographs. Praise for the
first edition: 'A helpful and practical RSPB guide to
all aspects of digital wildlife photography, accessibly
written and beautifully illustrated with the work of
one of Britain's best-known wildlife photographers.'
Publishing News 'For anyone new to digital
photography, or wanting to judge their existing
work against a professional standard, the technical
content alone makes this book a square meal.' BBC
Wildlife 'A comprehensive and brilliantly illustrated
guide to the pleasures and mysteries of digital
photography, from choosing equipment to taking
pictures, working on them at the computer and
selling your work. If you are serious about your
hobby, this is for you.' RSPB Birds
Developing Animals
Leven
RSPB Guide to Digital Wildlife Photography
Wildlife Photography
Conventional & Digital Techniques
Popular Photography
Captured: Behind the Lens of a Legendary Wildlife
Photographer is more than just a photography book—it's a
chronicle of more than 30 years' worth of unbelievable
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moments that only nature can reveal. And Moose Peterson is
more than just a wildlife photographer—he's a storyteller in
both prose and pictures. If you're looking for the ultimate
guide to wildlife photography from a man who has devoted his
entire career to capturing nature's finest and most rare
moments, you'll find it here in Captured. If you're looking to
be transported into the wild to confront a grizzly bear and her
cubs, stumble upon a pack of wolves, or capture an owl in
flight, you'll find it here, as well. You'll also find a healthy
dose of inspiration as the stories behind the photos are
revealed as only Moose can tell them. In the end, you'll come
away with invaluable photographic techniques gained through
a lifetime of experience and a new appreciation for the passion
of wildlife photography. You'll gain knowledge that you can
put to use on your next excursion into the wild, your local or
state park, or even your own backyard.
Get up to speed on your Canon SL1/100D and enter the world
ofdSLR photography! Canon's EOS Rebel SL1/100D is for
photographers who prefer asmaller, lightweight camera that
still offers heavyweight features.This full-color guide explains
how to get better photos from anSL1. Written by professional
photographer Doug Sahlin, this bookexplains the camera?s
controls and shooting modes. It also showshow to take
creative control by moving out of auto mode. You'llalso learn
how to manage and edit your images, shoot video,
useautofocus, and get troubleshooting advice. Features a fullcolor format that shows you the camera controlsand menus,
explaining what each is for and how to use them all
Demonstrates how to use the new autofocus feature,
manageplayback options, and shoot video Helps you graduate
to manual mode and learn to controlexposure, lighting, focus,
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and color Covers downloading, organizing, editing, and
sharingphotos Canon EOS Rebel SL1/100D For Dummies
gives you theknowledge and confidence to make the move to
dSLR photography usingthe Canon EOS Rebel SL1/100D,
which is perfect for photographerswho've been waiting for a
smaller dSLR with big features.
This new memoir by renowned wildlife photographer, author,
and naturalist Tom Walker shares his adventures living in
Alaska for more than five decades. Wild Shots blends natural
history with stories about Walker’s wide-ranging forays into
the wilderness to photograph animals--beginning as a clueless
"cheechako" (newcomer), but ultimately becoming a seasoned
old-timer revered by many. Vivid, clear prose beautifully
captures the landscape both around his home just outside of
Denali National Park and wilderness destinations across the
state. Following a loose chronology, Tom tracks his evolution
as a novice wildlife watcher raised in the dusty hinterlands of
Southern California to a more knowledgeable observer to
homesteader and photographer to vocal conservationist.
Collectively, the stories convey how, through all life’s
travails, nature remains his source of inspiration, joy, and
solace through visceral experience and his patient lens.
Wildlife watchers and aspiring natural-history photographers
- collect up your kit and get ready for a practical course with a
difference. Photographic workshops are exceptionally popular
but not everybody has the time or budget to attend one in
person. This 'workshop in book form' allows you to absorb the
benefits of the workshop experience without actually being on
location with the professionals.
Capturing the Moment Every Time, Whatever Camera You
Have
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The Wildlife Photography Workshop
The Rules of Photography and When to Break Them
Honingbijen
Wildlife Photographer
Tony Northrup's DSLR Book
In the 87 issues of Snow Country published between 1988 and
1999, the reader can find the defining coverage of mountain
resorts, ski technique and equipment, racing, cross-country touring,
and the growing sport of snowboarding during a period of radical
change. The award-winning magazine of mountain sports and
living tracks the environmental impact of ski area development,
and people moving to the mountains to work and live.
Written by Multi Award Winning Australian Photographer,
Trainer and Best Selling Author Steve Rutherford. This book, The
Beginners Guide to Wildlife Photography is one of the best selling
"Beginners Guide to Photography" book series and is an easy to
understand practical guide to wildlife photography. Here is what
you will discover; * The SECRET TECHNIQUES pro
photographers use every day * FREE Access to BONUS VIDEO
TRAINING to learn photo editing like a pro * Over 200 pages of
hands on easy to follow instruction * The equipment that takes
your shots from boring to amazing * How to save time and money
using the right photography tools * How to turn your photography
passion and creativity into a BIG $ income You will discover the
many secrets that I, and other pro photographers, use to capture
stunning award winning photos, with sharper focus, more coloUr,
more detail and less time wasting, trying every setting to "hope for
a good shot". Set out into an easy to follow, page by page guide,
join me indoors, outdoors and at night on all aspects of
photography and how to take control of your DSLR Camera, and
master striking photos, with every shoot. The Beginners Guide to
Wildlife Photography, is clearly written, easy-to-understand guide
will be an indispensable resource whenever you pick up the camera
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for your next wildlife photography shoot. You'll also get FREE
access to Video Training at - https://www.photocheats.com. Also
FREE Access to One Shot Magazine at http://www.oneshotmagaaizne.com. It is packed full of tips and
tricks to improve your photography. Just follow the links to both
Photo Cheats and One Shot Magazine in the book or Like us over
at https://www.facebook.com/OneShotMagazine Please also come
back and leave a review we would love to know what you thought
of this book. Don't forget to check out the other books in the
"Beginners Guide to Photography" book series. Written with all
levels in mind, there is instruction for beginners, as well as many
advanced techniques and tips. I have also included "live website
links" throughout, as well as easy to find "quick tip" sections. The
"Beginners Guide to Photography" book series breaks techniques
down into specific categories so you can perfect these techniques.
Please see the other books in the series for more in depth tutorials
on a large range of photography styles. Please also come back and
leave a review we would love to know what you thought of this
book. Don't forget to check out the other books in the "The
Beginners Guide to Photography" best selling photography book
series. ***** 5 STAR REVIEWS for this book series so far *****
"Explanatory, easy descriptions involved material" "Loved it has
helped me in numerous ways. Have used it as a reference
constantly. One of my photos has gone viral since using the hints
and tips in the book. Small adjustments make huge differences." Mike Roche. "Has absolutely everything" "Do not miss out on this
book. As the title says it has absolutely everything and I
particularly like the boxes with advice to shoot particular subjects.
It doesn't matter whether you are just starting out or experienced
with a camera, it has something for everyone. Highly
recommended!" - Paul B "Well worth the money" "Great book
that starts form the very basics, explains everything to do with
modern cameras, their use, settings and techniques under different
settings and circumstances." - Qball "A great read" "Getting back
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into photography after a 6 yr break - born and raised on a film
SLR, this book helped me remember things and to better adapt to a
digital SLR - whether you're novice or experienced, you will get a
lot out if this book...." - Brian I love this book and hope to capture
few good images as a result of this." - Jatinkumar.
The winter landscape is a relatively untapped photographic subject
for most photographers. As renowned nature photographer Joseph
Classen proves, though, if you venture out, you’re sure to discover a
remarkable array of photo opportunities. You’ll learn to recognize
the obvious and overlooked subjects, both big and small, and to
capitalize on what Mother Nature provides. In this beautifully
illustrated book, you’ll discover intelligent approaches to preparing
for each wintry photo outing and employing the best techniques for
capturing subjects in all genres of winter photography—from
nature and wildlife photography, to night and astrophotography,
to urban, industrial, holiday photography, action and adventure,
and more. Classen will also provide great tips for winterizing your
camera gear—and keeping your body safe in the most bitter
climes. As you make your way through the book, you’ll gain a new
appreciation for winter photography and will even begin to look
forward to “shooting cold.”
A full-color guide to the art of digital portrait photography
Portrait photography entails taking posed photographs of
individuals or set scenery and is the most common photo style
among the most novice photography hobbyist to the most advanced
photographer. With this easy-to-understand guide, bestselling
author and professional photographer Doug Sahlin walks you
through the best techniques for getting professional-quality digital
portraits. Packed with hundreds of full-color photos and screen
shots, this book discusses best practices for taking formal portraits,
wedding photos, event photos, casual photos, and more. You'll
examine the difference between using the built-in flash and
natural lighting and take a look at the benefits of upgrading to a
photo lighting kit and pro backdrop. Portrait photography is the
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most popular style of photography Features helpful information
for everyone from beginner hobbyists to advanced photographers
Shares insider tips for selecting equipment and choosing from the
various tools for portrait photography Walks you through working
with a wide range of subjects, including children, pets, and
wildlife Discusses lighting and editing images Takes a look at ways
to create a portrait that is suitable for framing Make sure your
subjects are ready for their close ups with this fun and friendly
guide to digital portrait photography.
Digital Wildlife Photography
How to Create Stunning Digital Photography
Pro Techniques for Exploring the Bold World of Winter
Photography
Environmental Impact Statement
Canon EOS 7D For Dummies
From Snapshots to Great Shots

Eight years in the making, Arkansas
Biography brings to light the lives of
those who have helped shape Arkansas
history for over four hundred years.
Featured are not only the trailblazers,
such as steamboat captain Henry Shreve,
Olympic gold medalist Bill Carr,
discount mogul Sam Walton, and aviator
Louise Thaden, but also those whose
lives reflect their culture and
times--musicians, scientists, teachers,
preachers, and journalists. One hundred
and eighty contributors--professional
and avocational historians--offer clear
vignettes of nearly three hundred
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individuals, beginning with Hernando de
Soto, who crossed the Mississippi River
in the summer of 1540. The entries
include birth and death dates and
places, life and career highlights,
lineage, anecdotes, and source
material. This is a browser's book with
an Arkansas voice. The wealth of
information condensed into this single
reference volume will be valuable to
general readers of all ages, libraries,
museums, and scholars. A fitting
summary at the turn of a millennium,
Arkansas Biography pays lasting tribute
to the men and women who have enriched
the life and character of the state
and, by extension, the region and the
nation.
Using a combination of artistic
approach and impeccable technique,
professional photographers John and
Barbara Gerlach will guide you through
the field as you photograph the most
intriguing and captivating subjects out
in the wild. A sampling of what you'll
learn: How to integrate equipment with
technique to capture superb wildlife
images of birds, mammals, amphibians,
and more with an emphasis on precision
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and speed Where and how animals can be
approached closely enough to photograph
well How not to disturb the critters
around you, depending on environment
(den vs. tree and everything inbetween) When (and when-not) to feed
the animals Technical info like
cropping, frames per second for
capture, pixels/enlarging, and even HDR
Where to focus on various types of
wildlife Lighting depending on which
animals have high contrast Ethics
Traveling with your gear The "top 10"
places in the world to shoot and how to
find the best location for your
interests
One of the most popular cameras on the
market is called the "Digital Rebel,"
yet many photographers use it and its
brethren following tired old rules from
tired old photographers. This book aims
to show new and intermediate
photographers that they can move beyond
the dogma and shoot more creatively. If
you're just starting out with a camera,
or are starting to think about
switching away from "auto," this is the
perfect book for you. Not only will you
find within all the classical
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"rules"-useful basic knowledge that can
sharpen anyone's eye for great
photography-but you'll simultaneously
be shown how you can push the
boundaries that many teachers
erroneously set, filling your memory
card with exciting, different pictures
every time. This book brings the
aspirational photography seen by so
many in books or on Flickr within reach
of everyone.
Long overdue, this unique book is about
wildlife photography, and the power it
has to improve physical and mental
wellbeing. Designed to appeal to a wide
range of individuals, from beginners
with very little photographic
experience, through to those further
along on their photographic journey,
Wildlife Photography – saving my life
one frame at a time offers practical
help, tips and insight into the life of
a professional photographer, who uses
photography to help deal with his PTSD
– brought on by a harrowing and
traumatic experience whilst serving in
the police force – and the physical
reminders of various careers as
soldier, mental health specialist,
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physical training instructor, and
police officer. With general tips and
points about equipment, fieldcraft and
techniques, this fabulously-illustrated
book of over 200 colour images
seamlessly aligns photography with
creative suggestions around
mindfulness, wellbeing and holism to
create a blueprint for all, and
especially anyone experiencing poor
mental or physical health, who would
like to express themselves creatively
in the natural world. Powerful words
from the heart mix with breathtaking,
unique and original images of some of
Britain’s most elusive wildlife (and
tantalising shots from photographic
forays further afield) taken by an
award-winning photographer and trauma
survivor. Join Paul Williams on his
journey from rock bottom – and three
suicide attempts – to his rediscovery
of a life worth living; filled, as it
is, with the wonder of wildlife,
captured in his stunning images, and a
new-found sense of peace and wellbeing.
Lessons from Behind the Lens of a
Legendary Wildlife Photographer
Cheetahs 2021 Wall Calendar
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Beginners Guide to Wildlife Photography
The Outdoor Photography Book
Exploring BeagleBone
Canon EOS 7D Mark II For Dummies
Wild Maine is not only a book of outstanding images of wild
mammals and birds from around the state, but it is also a collection
of anecdotes and amusing stories about photographer Bill Silliker's
interactions with wildlife. Includes interesting facts and observations
about the behavior of the species that Silliker photographed.
Richard Peters won the European Wildlife Photographer of the
Year award for a photograph taken in his very ordinary suburban
back garden. In this book, he shares the methods he used to get
stunning professional nature photos without having to head out on
safari. Starting with the basics, this book will show a complete
beginner how to capture pro-level pictures from their garden. It
covers where to place your camera, how optics can completely
change your shot, reveals the gadgets that can enhance your photos,
and even how to overcome the elements. This is the perfect book for
bird-watchers and animal lovers who want to capture what they see
and share their passion with the world. Social media definitely loves
a good animal photo!
How the emergence of wildlife photography changed the way we
think about animals.
It's time to dust off your camera, pick up your binoculars and head
back to the great outdoors as the much-loved Comedy Wildlife
Photography Awards return once again with the best, as well as
never-before-seen, photographs of wildlife; a waving polar bear; a
squirrel photographer and even a pair of gracefully ice-skating
penguins. This is a must-have book that is perfect for animal lovers
and a wonderful celebration of natural habitats all over the world!
The Comedy Wildlife Photography Awards is one of the most
popular celebrations of animal welfare and receives thousands of
entries every year. It celebrates animals in their natural habitats
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being themselves. Backed by the global conservation charity Born
Free Foundation, the awards applaud the tireless efforts made by
some of the most talented wildlife photographers on the planet.
Captured
The Beginner's Guide to Photography
Moose Peterson's Guide to Wildlife Photography
Northern Tallgrass Prairie Habitat Preservation Area
Ayesha’s DIY Home Remedies and Life Hacks
The Ultimate Handbook for Photographers

Introduces readers to the cool career of wildlife
photographer by giving a better understanding of this
cool job.
With more than 20 years' experience in wildlife
photography, Moose Peterson is America's most
accomplished documenter of endangered species. He
reveals his professional secrets and techniques in his
most comprehensive and spectacularly photographed
guide to date. Peterson explains exactly how to make the
most of your equipment and how to use animals' habits
to optimize your results. Find the right tools for the job,
including every type of lens; learn techniques such as
panning, shooting from blinds, and remote triggering of
the flash; and take expert advice on how to make the
subject really come to life in your images. Understand
how to use animals' habits to optimize your results, see
how to frame the animal within a background for that
perfect shot, and explore techniques for modifying the
natural light to really highlight your subject. Of course,
Peterson has fascinating stories to tell about his own
experiences, and his fabulous photos provide real
enjoyment even as they teach valuable lessons.
Fotoboek met macro- en micro-opnamen van de diverse
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levensvormen op aarde.
Home remedies are becoming a thing of the past,
overshadowed by expensive curatives and trendy, exoticsounding fix-alls that often do more harm than good. As
a society, we are quick to dismiss traditional wisdom as
old-school and not worth remembering ... or
rediscovering. With Ayesha’s DYI Home Remedies and
Life Hacks, Ayesha Malik takes her readers back to
basics, with simple, organic, and inexpensive remedies
and life hacks, all of which she has tested herself, over
the course of two full years of research. Whether you’re
looking to heal or improve some physical ailment, like
aching joints or poor digestion, or more interested in
helpful household cleaning and gardening tips that won’t
break your bank or damage the environment, this book
offers simple, do-it-yourself answers that you’ll wonder
how you ever lived without.
A Collection of Notable Lives
Canon EOS Rebel SL1/100D For Dummies
Northern New England Vacation Home Study, 1966
The Wild Turkey
Wildlife photography
Wild Shots

"From how many frames you need to shoot per second to
capture that WOW moment to where to focus on a bird
with a big beak to get the best depth of field, this book has
it all for the wildlife photographer. It is an impressive mix
of technology with just plain good advice for imagetaking, and they discuss each point specifically for
shooting wildlife, because it is a totally unique type of
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photography. The lighting and shutter speed for a macro
flower shot is not the same that you'd need for a bird in
flight or a kangaroo jumping across a field. Mix together
this fantastic info with the many years of experience that
the Gerlachs have shooting and teaching and the
absolutely jaw-dropping images and you really do have a
perfect storm for a book"-Tools and Techniques for Building with Embedded Linux
Wildlife Photography at Home
Discoveries of a Wildlife Photographer
Wildlife and Early American Photography
Shoot Cold
Scott Kelby's digitale fotografie boek
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